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Abstract. An integrity policy defines the situations when modification
of information is authorized and is enforced by the security mechanisms
of the system. However, in a complex application system it is possible
that an integrity policy may have been incorrectly specified and, as a
result, a user may be authorized to modify information that can lead to
an unexpected system compromise. In this paper we propose a scalable
and quantitative technique that uses constraint solving to model and
analyze the effectiveness of application system integrity policies.

1

Introduction

Conventional security models such as [3, 12, 26, 31] are operational in nature in
that they define how to achieve integrity but do not define what is meant by integrity. For example, the Clark-Wilson model [12] recommends that well-formed
transactions, separation of duties and auditing be used to ensure integrity. However, the model does not attempt to define whether a particular security policy
configuration actually achieves integrity: evaluating a system according to the
Clark-Wilson model gives a confidence to the extent that good design principles
have been applied. However, when we define a complex separation of duty policy,
we cannot use the model to guarantee that a user of the system cannot somehow
bypass the intent of the separation via some unexpected circuitous route.
In [16, 17] it is argued that to provide such guarantees it is necessary to
model the behavior of both the system (with its protection mechanisms) and
the infrastructure in which the system operates. Infrastructure is everything that
serves the system requirements: software, hardware, users, and so forth. Even if
a system is functionally correct, the infrastructure is likely to fail: software fails,
users are dishonest, do not follow procedures, and so forth. The system and
its security mechanisms must be designed to be resilient to these infrastructure
failures. Only when a system is characterized in this way can it become possible
to analyze whether a particular system configuration (including security policy)
ensures integrity.

The approach in [16,17] provides a formal trace based semantics for integrity
that requires detailed formal specifications to be provided for the system and its
infrastructure. This requires considerable specification effort and the cost of such
in-depth specification and subsequent analysis may be justified for small critical
security mechanisms. However, we conjecture that such integrity analysis would
not scale well to the configuration of a large and/or complex application system
because it would be necessary to formally specify and reason about the potential
behavior of every infrastructure component, user and so forth. Furthermore,
[16, 17] does not consider any approach to mechanizing the analysis and formal
verification process.
In this paper we propose a more abstract and complementary approach to
[16, 17] that requires less semantic detail about the operation of the system and
its infrastructure. Rather than attempting to model the complete behavior of
the system and infrastructure (as in [16, 17]), we model only those components
that are considered relevant to the security policy and configuration. This is
done by modeling the system and infrastructure in terms of the constraints that
they impose over security relevant components of the system. This results in a
definition of integrity consistency that can be solved as a constraint satisfaction
problem [21, 22].
An advantage to expressing integrity analysis as a constraint satisfaction
problem is that there exists a wide body of existing research results on solving
this problem for large systems of constraints in a fully mechanized manner [1,10,
14, 19, 24]. Constraints have been used in many practical analysis tools, such as
Concurrent Engineering and Computer Aided Verification [9, 11, 13]. Thus, the
results in this paper provide a basis for the development of practical tools for
integrity analysis of complex application system security policies.
A further advantage to using a constraint based framework is that it becomes
possible to carry out a quantitative analysis of integrity using soft constraints
[4, 6–8, 15, 18, 25, 28, 29]. A quantitative analysis provides a fine-grained measure
of how secure a system is, rather the simple coarse-grained false/true provided
by the conventional ‘crisp’ constraints.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to
constraints and the constraint satisfaction problem. Section 3 adapts the results
in [16, 17] and proposes a more abstract approach to modeling systems within
a crisp constraint framework. Section 4 describes how soft constraints are used
to carry out quantitative integrity analysis. A number of examples are used
throughout the paper to illustrate the approach.

2

Introduction to Constraint Solving

Constraint Solving is an emerging software technology for declarative description
and effective solving of large problems. The constraint programming process
consists of the generation of requirements (constraints) and solution of these
requirements, by specialized constraint solvers.
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Fig. 1. A fuzzy CSP.

When the requirements of a problem are expressed as a collection of boolean
predicates over variables, we obtain what is called the crisp (or classical) Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). In this case the problem is solved by finding
any assignment of the variables that satisfies all the constraints.
Sometimes, when a deeper analysis of a problem is required, soft constraints
are used instead. Soft constraints associate a qualitative or quantitative value
either to the entire constraint or to each assignment of its variables. Such values
are interpreted as level of preference or importance or cost. The levels are usually
ordered, reflecting the fact that some levels (constraints) are better than others.
When using soft constraints it is necessary to specify, via suitable combination
operators, how the level of preference of a global solution is obtained from the
preferences in the constraints.
Several formalizations of the concept of soft constraints are currently available. In the following, we refer to the formalization based on c-semirings [4,6–8],
which can be shown to generalize and express both crisp and soft constraints
[5, 7].
2.1

Semiring-based CSPs

A semiring-based constraint assigns to each instantiation of its variables an associated value from a partially ordered set. When dealing with crisp constraints,
the values are the boolean true and false representing the admissible and/or nonadmissible values; when dealing with soft constraints the values are interpreted
as preferences.
The framework must also handle the combination of constraints. To do this
one must take into account such additional values, and thus the formalism must
provide suitable operations for combination (×) and comparison (+) of tuples
of values and constraints. This is why this formalization is based on the concept
of c-semiring.
Semirings. A semiring is a tuple hA, +, ×, 0, 1i such that: A is a set and 0, 1 ∈
A; + is commutative, associative and 0 is its unit element; × is associative,
distributes over +, 1 is its unit element and 0 is its absorbing element. A csemiring (“c” stands for “constraint-based”) is a semiring hA, +, ×, 0, 1i such

that + is idempotent with 1 as its absorbing element and × is commutative [4,7].
In the following we will always use the word semiring as standing for c-semiring.
Let us consider the relation ≤S over A such that a ≤S b iff a + b = b.
It is possible to prove that: ≤S is a partial order; + and × are monotone on
≤S ; 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum, and hA, ≤S i is a complete lattice
with lowest upper bound operator +. Moreover, if × is idempotent, then: +
distributes over ×, and hA, ≤S i is a complete distributive lattice with greatest
lower bound operator ×. The ≤S relation is what we will use to compare tuples
and constraints: a ≤S b it intuitively means that b is better than a.
Constraint Problems. Given a semiring S = hA, +, ×, 0, 1i and an ordered set
of variables V over a finite domain D, a constraint is a function which, given an
assignment η : V → D of the variables, returns a value of the semiring.
By using this notation we define C = η → A as the set of all possible constraints that can be built starting from S, D and V .
Consider a constraint c ∈ C. We define his support as supp(c) = {v ∈ V |
∃η, d1 , d2 .cη[v := d1 ] 6= cη[v := d2 ]}, where
(
d
if v = v 0 ,
0
η[v := d]v =
ηv 0 otherwise.
Note that cη[v := d1 ] means cη 0 where η 0 is η modified with the association
v := d1 (that is the operator [ ] has precedence over application).
A constraint satisfaction problem is a pair hC, coni where con ⊆ V and C is a
set of constraints: con is the set of variables of interest for the constraint set C,
which however may concern also variables not in con. Note that a classical CSP is
a SCSP where the chosen c-semiring is: SCSP = h{f alse, true}, ∨, ∧, f alse, truei.
Many other “soft” CSPs (Probabilistic, weighted, . . . ) can be modeled by
using a suitable semiring structure (Sprob = h[0, 1], max, ×, 0, 1i, Sweight =
hR, min, +, +∞, 0i, . . . ).
Example 1 Figure 1 shows the graph representation of a fuzzy CSP1 . Variables
X and Y , and constraints are represented respectively by nodes and by undirected (unary for c1 and c3 and binary for c2 ) arcs, and semiring values are
written to the right of the corresponding tuples. The variables of interest (that
is the set con) are represented with a double circle. Here we assume that the
domain D of the variables contains only elements a, b and c.
If semiring values represent probability/fuzziness values then, for instance,
the tuple ha, ci → 0.2 in constraint c2 can be interpreted to mean that the
probability/fuzziness of X and Y having values a and c, respectively, is 0.2. 4
Combining constraints. When there is a set of soft constraints C, the combined
weight of the constraints is computed using the operator ⊗ : C × C → C defined
as (c1 ⊗ c2 )η = c1 η ×S c2 η.
1

Fuzzy CSPs can be modeled in the SCSP framework by choosing the c-semiring
SF CSP = h[0, 1], max, min, 0, 1i.

Given a constraint c ∈ C and a variable v ∈ V , the
Pprojection of c over V −{v},
written c ⇓(V −{v}) is the constraint c0 s.t. c0 η = d∈D cη[v := d]. Informally,
projecting means eliminating some variables from the support. This is done by
associating to each tuple over the remaining variables a semiring element which is
the sum of the elements associated by the original constraint to all the extensions
of this tuple over the eliminated variables. In short, combination is performed
via the multiplicative operation of the semiring, and projection via the additive
one.
Solutions.
The solution of a SCSP P = hC, coni is the constraint Sol(P ) =
N
( C) ⇓con . That is, we combine all constraints, and then project over the
variables in con. In this way we get the constraint with support (not greater than)
con which is “induced” by the entire SCSP. Note that when all the variables are
of interest we do not need to perform any projection.
Solutions are constraints in themselves and can be ordered by extending the
≤S order. We say that a constraint c1 is at least as constraining as constraint c2
if c1 v c2 , where for any assignment η of variables then
c1 v c 2 ≡ c 1 η ≤ S c2 η
Thus, if c1 v c2 holds, then constraint c1 may be thought of as a refinement, or
‘suitable’ (more restrictive) replacement of constraint c2 .
Example 2 Consider again the solution of the fuzzy CSP of Figure 1. It associates a semiring element to every domain value of variable X. Such an element
is obtained by first combining all the constraints together and then projecting
the obtained constraint over X.
For instance, for the tuple ha, ai (that is, X = Y = a), we have to compute
the minimum between 0.9 (which is the value assigned to X = a in constraint
c1 ), 0.8 (which is the value assigned to hX = a, Y = ai in c2 ) and 0.9 (which is
the value for Y = a in c3 ). Hence, the resulting value for this tuple is 0.8. We
can do the same work for tuple ha, bi → 0.2, ha, ci → 0.2, hb, ai → 0, hb, bi → 0,
hb, ci → 0.1, hc, ai → 0.8, hc, bi → 0.2 and hc, ci → 0.2. The obtained tuples are
then projected over variable X, obtaining the solution hai → 0.8, hbi → 0.1 and
hci → 0.8.
4

3

Integrity Analysis with Crisp Constraints

In [16, 17] functional requirements are expressed as properties over the possible
traces of actions at the interface of a system. In this section we take a more
abstract approach by describing requirements in terms of constraints on variables
that are invariant over the lifetime of the system.
Example 3 A simple enterprise receives shipments, and generates associated
payments for a supplier. Requirements Analysis identifies the actions shipnote
and payment, corresponding to the arrival of a shipment (note) and its associated
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Fig. 2. A simple payment enterprise

payment, respectively. For the purposes of integrity, the analysis has identified
a requirement that the system should not pay its supplier more than the stated
value of goods shipped.
Let the constraint variables ship and pay represent the total value of goods
shipped to date and the total value of payments made to date, respectively.
Constraint Probity describes the requirement as an invariant over variables ship
and pay.
Probity ≡ pay ≤ ship
Figure 2 outlines a possible implementation of this requirement. A clerk
verifies shipment notes and enters invoice details (action invoice) to a computer
system, which in turn, generates payment to the supplier. This implementation
is described in terms of variables ship, pay and variable inv which represents the
total value of invoices generated to date.
A clerk should not process more invoices than shipments and, therefore, the
clerks behavior is represented by the following constraint.
Clerk ≡ inv ≤ ship
The requirement on the invoice processing application system is
Appl ≡ pay ≤ inv
and the enterprise design is specified as the constraint
Imp1 ≡ Appl ⊗ Clerk
obtained by combining together Appland Clerk constraints. Intuitively, integrity
is ensured in this system since Imp1 ensures the high-level requirement Probity.
4
In the above example, the supplier’s interface V to the system is modeled
in terms of the variables ship and pay. Constraints between these variables are
used to characterize our requirements for the system. We want to ensure that
the implementation upholds probity through this interface, that is,
Imp1⇓{ship,pay} v Probity

We are unconcerned about the possible values of the ‘internal’ variable inv and
thus the constraint relation Imp1⇓{ship,pay} describes the constraints in Imp1 that
exist between variables ship and pay. By definition, the above equation defines
that all of the possible solutions of Imp1⇓{ship,pay} are solutions of Probity, that
is, for any assignment η of variables then
Imp1⇓{ship,pay} η ≤S Probity η
Definition 1 We say that the requirement S locally refines requirement R
through the interface described by the set of variables V iff S⇓V v R⇓V .
4
Example 4 Continuing Example 3, assume that the application system will
behave reliably and uphold Appl. However, it is not reasonable to assume that
the clerk will always act reliably as Clerk. In practice, the clerk could take on
any behavior:
Clerk ≡ (inv ≤ ship ∨ inv > ship) = true
Imp2 ≡ Clerk ⊗ Appl
Imp2 is a more realistic representation of the actual enterprise. It more accurately
reflects the reliability of its infrastructure than the previous design Imp1. However, since inv is no longer constrained it can take on any value, and therefore,
pay is unconstrained and we have
Imp2⇓{ship,pay} 6v Probity
that is, the implementation of the system is not sufficiently robust to be able
to deal with internal failures in a safe way and uphold the original probity
requirement.
4
In [20], integrity is given as one attribute of dependability. Dependability
is characterized as a “property of a computer system such that reliance can be
justifiably placed on the service it delivers” [20]. In [16, 17] we argue that this
notion of dependability may be viewed as a class of refinement whereby the
nature of the reliability of the enterprise is explicitly specified.
Definition 2 (Dependability) If R gives requirements for an enterprise and S
is its proposed implementation, including details about the nature of the reliability of its infrastructure, then S is as dependably safe as R at interface that is
described by the set of variables E if and only if S⇓E v R⇓E
4
Separation of duties [12] is a common implementation technique for achieving
integrity. While fault-tolerant techniques replicate an operation, separation of
duties can be thought of as a partitioning of the operation across different user
domains.
Example 5 When a shipment arrives a clerk verifies the consignment at goodsinwards (entering consign into the system). When an invoice arrives, a different
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clerk enters details into the system, and if the invoice matches a consignments,
a payment is generated. So long as the operations are separated then a single
clerk entering a bogus consignment or invoice can be detected by the system.
This is depicted in Figure 3.
Let variables inv and con represent the total value of invoices and consignments, respectively, received to date. Specifications Clerk1, Clerk2 and App3 define the constraints on the system variables, reflecting invariants that are expected to be upheld by the clerks and the application system.
Clerk1 ≡ con ≤ ship
Clerk2 ≡ inv ≤ ship
App3 ≡ pay ≤ min(con, inv)
This system is as dependably safe as Probity even when a single clerk fails, that
is, we have
(Clerk1 ⊗ Clerk2 ⊗ App3)⇓{ship,pay} v Probity
(Clerk2 ⊗ App3)⇓{ship,pay} v Probity
(Clerk1 ⊗ App3)⇓{ship,pay} v Probity
Note that the absence of a constraint means that it does not restrict variables
to any values. However, the system is not resilient to the failure of both clerks
nor to the failure of the application software. Removing the ‘normal behavior’
constraints imposed by both clerks or by the application yields the following.
App3⇓{ship,pay} 6v Probity
(Clerk1 ⊗ Clerk2)⇓{ship,pay} 6v Probity
As currently defined, our specification favors the payment-enterprise, not the
supplier: payments may be very late, or not made at all, but are never bogus. If
a clerk fails then payment may not be made. In reality, the infrastructure contains

many additional components; audit logs to record failures and supervisors, who
make judgments and rectify these inconsistencies.
4
Example 6 Another approach to dealing with unreliable systems (infrastructure) is to replicate the faulty components and make the system fault tolerant.
We can make the payment enterprise fault tolerant if we replicate the clerk. We
assume that every shipment is processed by 2k + 1 replicated clerks. The system
votes (on the 2k + 1 invoices) to decide whether or not a consignment is valid. In
this case, the abnormal behavior of the infrastructure is represented by properly
constraining the behavior of at least k + 1 clerks, and we can argue that the
resulting system is as dependably safe as Probity.
4

4

Quantitative Integrity Analysis

The examples in the previous section use crisp constraints to describe system
requirements and implementations. When a quantitative analysis of the system is
required then it is necessary to represent these properties using soft constraints.
Example 7 Consider again the Probity requirement and suppose that we aim
not only to have a correct implementation, but, if possible, to have the ”best”
possible implementation. To do this we consider a soft constraint between variables ship and pay that assigns to the configuration ship = a and pay = b the
preference level represented by the integer a − b2 . If we are looking for the best
implementation for the buyer, then we will try to maximize this level. In this
way, different instances of the same system can be compared, and different implementations can be checked and analyzed.
Soft constraints also provide a basis for evaluating and comparing less resilient implementations that cannot uphold the intended requirement. For example, if an acceptable implementation Imp cannot be found to satisfy
Imp⇓{ship,pay} v Probity
then one might be satisfied (in some sense) by selecting the best of the less
resilient, but acceptable implementations. Given insufficiently resilient implementations Imp1 and Imp2 then their corresponding semiring levels provide a
relative ordering that allow the selection of the ‘best’ of the less resilient implementations.
Probabilistic based reasoning can also be done within the soft constraints
framework. For example, consider an implementation Imp3 that ensures that the
number of payments is never more than 3, regardless of the number of shipments
received. This is represented as:
Imp3 ≡ pay ≤ 3.
2

This value represent how much pay differs from ship. Our goal is to have pay=ship,
but sometimes this is impossible and our goal will be to minimize the a−b difference.

Assume that there is a constraint on variable ship that specifies the probability
of the possible number of shipments made at a certain time. If the nature of the
probability distribution is such that it is generally more likely that the value of
ship is greater than 3, then Imp3 is a not unreasonable implementation (despite
Imp3⇓{ship,pay} v Probity not holding).
4
The following example illustrates how one might consider the probability of
component failure within a specification.
Example 8 Consider the assignment of probability of failure to the infrastructure components of Example 5.
For the sake of efficiency, assume that in this implementation Imp4, rather
than verifying consignment values (and details), Clerk1 computes batch totals [32] by simply counting the number of consignments received to date. Let
the variable contot represent this value. The invoice processing application also
counts the number of invoices received to date (as invtot) and compares this
against contot. If there is a discrepancy then an error is flagged and it is assumed that it is investigated and repaired.
The implementation is characterized by relationships between these variables
that include:
– If contot = invtot (totals match) then the probability that the invoice is
accurate is P 1, that is, the probability that inv = ship is P 1.
– If contot 6= invtot then the probability that the invoice is accurate is P 2,
that is, the probability that inv = ship is P 2.
– The application program could fail with an incorrect value for pay resulting
in an incorrect relationship pay = inv or pay 6= inv. Let P 3 represent the
probability of the application failing, regardless of the relationship between
pay and inv.
The application Imp4 is obtained combining all the constraints. We will easily
obtain
– If contot = invtot then the probability that payment is safe (not over payment, pay ≤ ship) is P 1 × (1 − P 3) where P 3 is the probability of the
application failing.
– If contot 6= invtot then the probability that payment is safe (pay ≤ ship)
is P 2 × P 3. We assume that when such a discrepancy is found then the
application software can repair it and, therefore, the probability that the
payment is safe in this case is also P 2 × P 3.
The constraints between pay, ship, contot and invtot are built over the probability semiring Sprob = h[0, 1], max, ×, 0, 1i.
When using probability in the implementation, then the specification must
be defined in similar way. In this case, a correct specification must ensure that
the probability that pay ≤ ship is at least P 4.

Thus, the system specification is
Probityprob ≡ Prop : (pay × ship) →
(
P4
if a ≤ b,
Prop(a, b) =
1 − P 4 otherwise.
To check correctness of our implementation we have to check that
Imp4 ⇓{pay,ship} v Probityprob
4

5

Discussion and Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is a scalable and quantitative technique for analyzing the configuration of application system integrity policies.
By modeling the system and its infrastructure only in terms of abstract
constraints, we argue that it becomes more realistic (than [16]) to consider modeling large complex application systems. Constraint solving can be done for large
problems and, therefore, the proposed integrity analysis (as a constraint satisfaction problem) should scale up to similarly large/complex application systems
configurations.
In [27] a policy analysis technique is proposed for detecting possible conflicts
between separation of duty, user role assignment and role inheritance rules. This
can be thought of as providing an analysis on, what is, in effect, the constraints
on user role assignments. While useful, it is limited since it does not consider any
further semantic information about the system and/or infrastructure. It would
be interesting to apply the integrity analysis techniques proposed in this paper
to extend the results in [27] for RBAC models.
Section 4 describes how soft constraints provide a basis for a quantitative
analysis of integrity. Soft constraints may be used in two ways. Firstly, they
can be used to provide a measure of integrity to compare the effectiveness of
different system configurations. If it is not possible to develop a resilient system
configuration that fully meets the set of system requirements, then one may
wish to consider the best of the less resilient, but acceptable (in some sense)
configurations. For example, if it is not possible to configure a system that is
resilient to all internal fraud, then an acceptable alternative might be to keep
the fraud within some limit. Example 7 sketches a simplistic example of this;
further research is required to develop this in general.
The second application of soft constraints to the analysis of integrity is that
it allows the use of quantitative information in modeling the system and infrastructure configuration. By associating probability measures with component
failures, Example 8 described the validation that a system configuration/policy
achieved integrity within some degree of probability. Soft constraints provide a
practical framework in which such sophisticated models can be analyzed.

In [2] soft constraints are used to represent confidentiality and authentication
properties of security protocols. This approach is not unlike the strategy taken
in this paper. The solution of the resulting constraint system gives a measure
of the confidentiality/authentication of the system. In [2] a protocol run is compared with an ”ideal” run without spies, When the solutions differ an attack
to the protocol is identified. The proposed integrity analysis must consider various ‘spy’s, each characterizing the threats that a protection mechanism must
withstand.
Sections 3 and 4 use constraints to describe invariant relationships between
constraint variables over the lifetime of the system. This abstract approach
means that it is possible to use verification tools to describe and automatically analyze whether system configurations achieve integrity. Developing such
a environment is a topic for future research.
However, we are not limited to only this style of abstract reasoning. In [16]
an unwound form of local refinement is given in terms of conditions (constraints)
on states and state transitions. A system that is specified in a model-oriented
manner (for example, [30]) can be characterized in terms of constraints over
state variables and transitions, and therefore, this unwound version of local refinement can be used to analyze integrity of more concrete specifications within
a constraint framework.
The use of soft constraints permit us to perform a quantitative analysis of
system integrity (see Section 4) useful to compare two system implementation.
In [23] they follow a similar strategy by approximating the notion of probabilistic
non-interference with a notion of ²-similarity. To do this they use a concurrent
constraint probabilistic language. Despite the fact that the use of constraints is
common between their and our approach, they rely on the notion of path (or
trace) and on the probability of each path.
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